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 The Lord is my light and my salvation; Whom shall I fear?  
The Lord is the strength of my life; Of whom shall I be afraid?  

Psalm 27:1 

 "The interests behind the Bush Administration, such as the CFR, the Bilderberger Group, and the Trilateral 
Commission‹founded by Brzezinski for David Rockefeller‹have prepared for and are now moving to implement open 
world dictatorship within the next five years. They are not fighting against terrorists. They are fighting against citizens." -- 
Dr. Johannes B. Koeppl, PhD, former German defense ministry official and advisor to former NATO Secretary- General 
Manfred Werner 

The Master Plan of the Illuminati to end America as a sovereign and independent nation appears to be right on schedule. 
The cardinal year 1998 (3 X 666 = 1998) moved America close to the precipice. The year 2000, the beginning of the New 
Millennium, also saw the United States draw closer to the edge. 

The "Skull" to be Crushed 

The Illuminati elite envision 2010 as the fatal year in which the "skull" of the fading, old order shall be crushed. It is 2010 
when the writhing, pained, rotting corpse of America shall be alchemically transformed into "New Age perfection." 

The Illuminati's numerologically significant timeline for America takes into account that, from 1776‹the year that this 
country declared its independence from Great Britain‹to 2010 constitutes 18 eras of 13 years each. 

The number 18 is occultly figured as concealing 666 (6 + 6 + 6 = 18), the prophetic number of the Beast of Revelation 13. 
The number 13, meanwhile, is the cryptic, supernatural number of witchcraft. Thus 13 X 18 equals 2010. That means that 
if all goes according to The Plan, the ascension to power of the Antichrist is only six years off (now only four./bg). Yes, the 
Phoenix is rising out of the flames! 

To accomplish its long-cherished goal, occultly known as the "Great Work," the Illuminati knows it must now act with all 
due speed and occult deliberation to catapult America and its 290 million citizens into its desired mold of Aquarian slave 
state. 

[photos] Shown here in their senior year at Yale as privileged elitists of the Order of Skull and Bones are Neocon 
Republican George Bush and Neocon Democrat John Kerry. Voting for either is the choice between Tweedledee and 
Tweedledum. 

The Paradigm Shift 

The Paradigm shift begun in earnest in 1948 must be accelerated to conclusion. The mass mind will either cave in and be 
collectively assimilated, or there will be hell to pay. 

By the dawning of 2010, those few who still refuse to acquiesce in the new arrangements will have been dealt with in a 
harsh manner. Those who doggedly insist in remaining stuck in the older paradigm of godly rule, American sovereignty, 
constitutional rights, and moral behavior will be arrested, sent to the already prepared gulag concentration camps, and 
shall be destroyed. Their "bad karma" must be erased, say the New Age gurus. 

21 Areas of Emphasis 

The Illuminati are employing 21 methods, or ways, of smashing Americans' resistance to their globalist agenda. I briefly 
list these 21 ways on page 3 of this newsletter and discuss them in great detail in my new audiotape exposé called 
Ending America. 

This is how the elite is ushering in the new Paradigm Shift. Together, these 21 programs are the battering ram the 
Illuminati chieftains are using to break down all remaining pockets of resistance to their global takeover. If their Master 
Plan is to succeed, they know they will have to crush all opposition. 

Obviously, you and I are among the few who are knowledgeable enough and possess the discernment necessary to hold 
up against this last day's onslaught. Only we can thwart the elitist conspiracy to END AMERICA. 



[photo] Ravi Singh, a Sikh from India now residing in Chicago, was hired by the White House as a Bush Campaign 
consultant. Across America, foreigners are hired in preference to U.S. native-born citizens, and the outsourcing of jobs to 
India, Red China, and elsewhere overseas continues at a breakneck pace. (photo: Business Week) 

How to Survive the Perilous Days Ahead 

Please, do not think for even one moment that either of the two major political parties will come to our rescue. Both Kerry 
and Bush, and all their crooked, lying accomplices, are in the pockets of the elite. So, too, are the world's foremost 
religious leaders, including the Pope of Rome and the pedophile bishops and cardinals of the Catholic Church. 

There are now only two means for survival in these incredibly perilous times as the end draws near. First, our hearts must 
be devoted to God's will. Without the power of God in our lives, we cannot possibly succeed. With God, all things are 
possible. 

Second, we must act immediately, without fail, to fully educate ourselves on the grave problems that confront us as a 
result of the present-day consummation of all evil. The books, audiotapes, and videos we offer through the ministry will 
help, especially my newest audiotape revelations, Ending America-21 Ways The Elite Are Smashing Americans' 
Resistance to the Illuminati's Global Agenda. 

photo: One of hundreds of gay marriages recently performed in the U.S.A. The degrading of humanity by sexual 
perversions, vulgarity, and barbarism is only one of the many ways the Illuminati is forever Ending America as we know it. 
The approval of gay marriages and "civil unions" won¹t put an end to the clamor for more and more such crimes against 
humanity. (photo: Newsweek) 

The very best resource, however, is and shall always be God's pure Word, the King James Bible. Please, arm yourself 
with this weapon of weapons, and pray that the Holy Spirit will guide you and your loved ones safely to the harbor as we 
approach the penultimate year 2010. Pray for discernment as you read His Word, and pray, too, that the Beast and His 
puppets, the Illuminati elite, will be confounded and that their Paradigm Shift, their projected Phoenix World Dictatorship, 
will prove to be a dismal flop. 

God in Control 

It is said in truth that men propose, but that God disposes. The Illuminati make plans, but God is in control, and He is the 
ultimate keeper of the clock of destiny. Therefore, let us fervently pray that the year 2010 will not see the final crowning of 
evil in America and the world. That, instead, we shall see the dramatic emergence of a New Spiritual Awakening, a 
miraculous revival that will rouse and uplift men's souls, open their eyes, and feed and sustain the multitudes with spiritual 
manna from heaven. 

photo Senator John McCain, Republican from Arizona, recently told the press that, if he were asked, he would be proud 
to be Democrat John Kerry¹s vice presidential running mate. McCain, like Senator Kerry, President Bush and virtually 
every one of our nation¹s U.S. Senators and Representatives, is a big promoter and backer of illegal immigration and of 
Ending America. 

 
Whenever I am afraid, I will trust in You. In God (I will praise 

His word), In God I have put my trust; I will not fear. 
What can flesh do to me?  

Psalm 56:3-4 

  

21 Ways The Illuminati are Smashing America's Resistance 
to the Globalist Agenda 
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1. Immigration lawlessness and rising crime wave by illegal aliens. 



2. Government bankruptcy and indebtedness at an all-time high. 

3. Social Security swindle Social Security Fund battered as Feds blow money on worthless spending scams. 

4. Veteran mistreatment and genocide. Most V.A. hospitals are deathtraps; Vets receive inferior medical care. Millions of 
Vets are dying from Agent Orange (Vietnam), Persian Gulf War sickness, and other service-related illnesses. 

5. Outsourcing of American jobs‹to foreigners in Pakistan, India, Red China, Mexico, Indonesia, etc. America¹s 
manufacturing base declining rapidly and being shifted overseas. 

6. Foreign student takeover of America¹s colleges, universities, and public schools. 

7. Corporate globalism‹Greedy U.S. corporations, as globalist entities, are unpatriotic and hostile to American interests. 

8. Harnessing of U.S. Military for global mercenary duties. Americans forced to pay for and fight Israel¹s wars and die for 
causes unrelated to U.S. defense. 

9. Hate Crime laws state, federal, and U.N. forbid free speech, prohibit criticism of Israel and prevent the Christian gospel 
being preached. 

10. Sexual barbarism and dehumanization accomplished by vulgar, crude, sexually explicit, physically degrading movies, 
television, cartoons, books, video games, advertising and other media. 

11. Private property regularly seized and its uses restricted to promote the Communist agenda of environmentalist and 
globalist organizations. 

12. Unfair and unlawful tax system used to rob producers and transform U.S. citizens into federalized serfs and wards of 
the state. 

13. Manipulation of water supplies and contrived water shortages used to drive up water prices and control the citizenry. 

14. White race discriminated against and American culture savaged by promotion of "cultural diversity." 

15. Two meaningless political parties whose real agenda are identical, and corrupt, rigged elections which frustrate the 
will of the people. 

16. Satanization of society through occult influences and symbols which permeate media, music, entertainment, and 
sports. 

17. Free Press replaced by propaganda ministries and elitist media accomplices who work nonstop to psychologically 
hypnotize, mesmerize, and control the minds of the population. 

18. "War on Terror" used as pretext to create an American police state and remove the peoples¹ constitutional rights. 

19. Death culture promoted. Conditioning of minds. Desensitizing of the masses to the mass genocide to come, with 
abortion, euthanasia, necrophilia, cannibalism, group death, and cruelty. 

21. Gulag concentration camps prepared for resisters and dissidents. 

22. Religious debasement. False religions promoted and encouraged. Traditional Christianity portrayed as anti-Semitic, 
bigoted and politically incorrect. 

We highly recommend this informative new audio: 
Ending America 21 Ways the Elite Are Smashing Americans' Resistance to the Illuminati's Global Agenda -- 60 minute audio, $8.00:  
 
Three ways to order: Order online now or, if you prefer, phone toll free 1-800-234-9673 (Monday-Friday 8-5 CST), or simply send check 
or money order to: Conspiracyworld.com 1708 Patterson Rd. Austin, TX 78733 

 Tell your friends about us and thank you for visiting Cephas Ministry Inc. (www.cephasministry.com) 

 


